Funding New Knowledge in Humanities: ACLS Fellowships and Strategies
Friday, March 23
11 am – 12:30 pm
Marshall 531

- Review ACLS (American Council of Learned Societies) mission and landscape.
- Discuss writing in ACLS language.
- Unpack what ACLS wants from you.
- Aim for success and establish timelines and strategies.
- Participate in deep dive breakout sessions.

Also:
- Get an inside look from an ACLS reviewer.
- Hear tips from ACLS funded faculty.

Presentations and Discussion led by:
- Kim Nicolini, Associate for Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, Research Development Services
- Kenneth McAllister, PhD, Associate Dean of Research and Program Innovation (College of Humanities); Professor of Public & Applied Humanities
  Former ACLS Reviewer
- Stacie Widdifield, PhD, Professor of Art History
  ACLS Fellowship Recipient

For information contact Kim Nicolini: knicolin@email.arizona.edu

Register through UA Learning HERE using your UA Net ID.

*Brown Bag Workshop: Bring your lunch, and we will provide cookies and coffee.